


Citizens’ background statement for Mediation Process

To put citizen concerns and frustrations regarding the proposed Forest Hill Road (FHR) project in 
perspective, it is essential to review the history of the Macon/Bibb Road Improvement Program, road 
planning in the city and county, and planning and public input specific to FHR.

Road planning in Bibb County leading up to the Road Improvement Program (RIP) has been piecemeal and 
episodic.  Projects were selected by a handful of non-technical civic leaders (elected and private) guided by 
political expediency rather than planning or need.  Old-fashion “pork barrel” motives (maximizing Federal 
and State funds spent locally, regardless of actual need or collateral damage to the urban fabric) led to 
pervasive over design of projects, with little regard for negative impacts.  Implementation and control of 
detail planning for projects was delegated to a private firm, Moreland-Altobelli (M-A), with limited control 
by elected officials. M-A cemented it relationship with elected officials through targeted hiring of friends 
and/or relatives of many such officials.  A former principle of one of M-A’s primary subcontractors 
currently serves on the County Commission. M-A, rather than Bibb County or the City of Macon, was given
primary responsibility for and control over public presentations and input. It was apparent to citizens that 
their input was unwelcome and would for the most part be ignored.   

The FHR project was originally justified as a road to the Macon Mall.  It would feed a new “Northwest 
Parkway” offering a convenient shortcut to the mall from north Macon.   The Macon Mall is now on the 
decline, the Northwest Parkway is no longer under consideration, but FHR is still projected to handle more 
than double in its current load, despite flat traffic counts for the past 20 years and lack of additional capacity
on Vineville Avenue, the primary roadway it feeds.  No plans for expansion of Vineville, which traverses 
historic districts, have been approved.  Citizens have suggested that this dramatic change in plans and 
justification should cause the “Needs and Purpose” statement for the project to be revisited and revised. 

FHR is classified as an arterial, but its primary function is and has historically been as a collector for 
adjoining neighborhoods.  Unfortunately, the current project will greatly diminish FHR’s local utility by 
barring turning movements from Wimbish south for residents and emergency vehicles.  Lack of legal 
turnabouts will force residents and emergency vehicles to take lengthy, indirect routes, despite the fact that 
the presence of through traffic is limited to the morning and evening rush hour.  An excessive design speed 
will make local access much more hazardous to FHR’s elderly residents. 

Storm drainage along FHR is currently handled effectively by grassy swales – a method preferred for cost 
and environmental benefits when viable.   The project will increase and accelerate runoff significantly.   
Downstream costs and impacts have not be adequately addressed (prior RIP projects have caused flooding 
and lawsuits).

FHR is one of Macon’s signature urban/rural roadways. These include FHR, Wimbish, Weslyan, and Rivoli 
in north Macon.  Such roadways are assets to the entire urban area, while efficiently handing traffic 
demands.  They are protected in Atlanta (witness West Paces Ferry in Atlanta, which carries twice the 
traffic projected for FHR on two lanes and efficient intersections).  Examples such as West Paces Ferry 
should be the model for FHR, as such context-sensitive designs can serve local and through traffic safely 
while protecting aesthetics, quality of life, and safety. Such a sensible approach offers immediate and long-
term financial benefits to the local community, while protecting the integrity of adjacent neighbhorhoods.  


